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Abstract

Multiple myeloma is a hematologic malignancy in which the bones are usually affected. The aim of this study is to describe the imaging of jaw bone lesions of patients with multiple myeloma, as reported in the literature. Nearly one third of the patients diagnosed with multiple myeloma present bone lesions in the jaws, and these lesions may assume a variety of radiographic aspects. Lytic lesions named 'punched-out' lesions are the most common observed features, and may appear as solitary or multiple lesions. The mandible is usually more affected than the maxilla, and the body, angle and ramus of the mandible are the most affected regions. Orofacial and dental pain, swelling, dental displacement, and root resorption may be present. Screening imaging of jawbones is necessary to detect bone lesions related to multiple myeloma. The extension and relationship of the jaw lesions with the adjacent structures may be evaluated through different imaging tools.

ABBREVIATIONS

HSV-8: Herpes Simplex Virus 8; RANKL: Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor-Kappa B Ligand; MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET: Positron Emission Tomography; CT: Computed Tomography

INTRODUCTION

Multiple myeloma represents nearly 10% of all malignant hematological diseases [1,2]. The condition is characterized by a proliferation of neoplastic plasma cells in the bone marrow [3]. The malignant plasma cells infiltrate the bone marrow microenvironment to cause bone loss, and are usually characterized as osteolytic lesions in the radiographs [4]. The jaw bones may also be affected with these lesions, and a routine dental radiograph could potentially detect the early bone changes in patients with multiple myeloma.

Multiple myeloma affects more males than females in a proportion 3:1 [5], with age varying from 50 and 80 years old [3]. The etiology of multiple myeloma is not clear, but exposition to ionizing radiation [5], professional exposition to chemical agents [6], benzene exposure [7], and Herpes Simplex Virus 8 (HSV-8) [2] infection have been related. Multiple myeloma is not curable, and the treatment consists primarily of chemotherapy, with or without radiotherapy, and autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplant [2].

The osteolytic bone lesions that occur in multiple myeloma are important events and patients presenting these lesions have a high occurrence of pathologic fractures. These lesions never heal, even if the patient remains in complete remission for many years [4]. The osteolytic lesions can affect multiple bones, including the jaws. There are few published studies on the imaging aspects of the jaw lesions of multiple myeloma. The variety of possible aspects of the disease can lead to difficulty in diagnosing these lesions, especially in relation to the differential diagnosis of the jaws lesions.

The clinical and radiographical descriptions of the oral manifestations of patients with multiple myeloma are not standardized. The majority of the publications on these aspects are case reports [1-3, 8-16]. The aim of this review is to describe the imaging aspects of the bone lesions of the jaws of patients with multiple myeloma.

SIDE HEADINGS/SUBHEADINGS

Bone Lesions

The neoplastic plasma B cells in multiple myeloma can stimulate the RANKL protein, which activates the precursors of osteoclastic cells, which in turn cause bone resorption. On the other hand, the same plasma cells inhibit the osteoblasts. Thus, the bone remodeling process is deregulated and more resorption than bone deposition will occur, resulting in osteolytic bone lesions [14]. Persistent bone pain is the most common complaint of patients with multiple myeloma, and the higher risk of pathologic fractures.
It has been reported that 70% of the patients with multiple myeloma present visible radiographically bone lesions, at the time of diagnosis [17]. No part of the body is spared from the disease but the most common areas affected are the femur, vertebrae column, pelvis, ribs, and skull bones [11,12,14,18]. Conventional radiographic skeletal survey had been the gold standard exam to detect the occurrence of osteolytic lesions in patients affected with multiple myeloma, for many years [17]. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered the gold standard for the diagnosis of soft tissue lesions. This imaging exam does not use ionizing radiation and it’s not an invasive procedure, which allows the capture of the multiple image planes with contrast use [19].

It has been published that bone lesions of multiple myeloma are better detected by the positron emission tomography (PET) scan than by MRI [20]. The PET scan indicates areas with altered metabolic activity that clinical exam and other conventional imaging methods are not able to show before anatomic bone changes occur [21]. It can also be used to investigate solitary bone plasmacytoma and extra-medullary plasmacytoma [20]. Although PET scan is least sensitive to diffuse bone marrow infiltration, it has been found to be a good diagnostic tool to anticipate a site of impending fracture throughout the body and to discriminate old from new pathologic fractures. The MRI should, utilized when vertebral bodies are suspected and the risk of vertebral fracture is to be assessed.

**Oral features of multiple myeloma**

The prevalence oral manifestations of multiple myeloma varies from 14% to 30% [10,22]. The myelomatous lesions can mimic common dental related pathologic conditions [2]. Many un Specific oral manifestations of multiple myeloma may be mistaken by common odontogenic and non-odontogenic bone conditions, which might lead to delay in the diagnosis and treatment of the condition. Clinical signs and symptoms of the disease in the jaws of the patients may comprehend: Orofacial pain, paresthesia, swelling, soft tissue masses, teeth mobility, teeth migration/displacement, root resorption, hemorrhage and pathologic fracture due to cortical destruction of bone [2,10,15].

**Imaging features of the jaws**

About 30% of the patients with multiple myeloma have bone lesions in the jaws [10]. These lesions are more frequent in the posterior area of the lower jaw, mainly in the ramus, angle, body and coronoid process [2,3,8,11,12]. The upper jaw is rarely affected, and when this happens, it is usually in the tuberosity region [16]. There is no consensus on the main radiographic aspects of bone lesions affecting the jaws of patients with multiple myeloma. Different radiographic aspects have been described, however the most common aspect is the “punched out” lesion (Figure 1), which may be presented as single or multiple osteolytic bone lesions, or even as diffuse and not bounded [12,18]. These lesions appear as a result of focal proliferation of plasma cells in the bone marrow [9,15]. Expansile, well delimited lytic lesions, which can be single or multiple have been described by the International Myeloma Working Group as another common imaging finding [17]. Thus, the three main radiographic bone presentations in multiple myeloma patients are the multilocular “soap-bubble” lesions (Figure 2), the unilocular radiolucency with a cystic appearance, and the ill-defined lesion with destructive bone resorption [3,23,24]. In some cases, large irregular radiolucent areas, with non-defined borders showing destruction of adjacent cortical bone may be observed [12]. The aspect of a “mouth-eaten” image is common in aggressive lesions, and may also be observed in cases where there is root resorption [11,12,25].

Sclerotic presentations of multiple myeloma are rare, and occur in only 3% of the cases [18,26,27]. Osteosclerotic bone aspect in myelomas has been classified into four subgroups: (a) diffuse; (b) focal osteocondensation; (c) bony spiculation on the surface of the bone; and (d) sclerotic reaction at the rim of the lytic lesion [18].

**DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION**

The most effective imaging method to evaluate the bone lesions of multiple myeloma patients affected in the area of the jaws has not yet been determined. The most common imaging methods for evaluating bone lesions in the jaws are following described. The periapical radiography is a uni dimensional intraoral exam that uses low ionizing radiation, and allows a detailed evaluation of the structures around the teeth [19]. The periapical radiography can show bone spicules present in the “punched-out” lesions, and a detailed change of the trabecular bone in the area [28,29].

The panoramic radiograph is considered a screening imaging exam in dental practice. It’s easy, fast and with low costs in the diagnosis of pathologic conditions that occur in the jaws, but does not show details in structures. It’s a two-dimensional exam which uses more ionizing radiation than the intraoral radiograph [19]. It provides an evaluation of the lower and
upper jaws at the same time as well as others adjacent structures (maxillary sinus, temporomandibular joint) and the relationship of these structures with the teeth. The “punched-out” lesions are considered much more difficult to identify in both panoramic radiography and magnetic resonance imaging [2]. The magnetic resonance imaging in contrast, may expose the tumor expansion throughout the soft tissues [13].

The cone beam computed tomography has been used in the diagnostic of bone lesions in the jaws of multiple myeloma patients [3,13,16,28]. This imaging method allows a three-dimensional view of bone lesions details without overlays. The computed tomography (CT) may be useful to show details in the bone lesions of multiple myelomas and also detect the expansion of the lesion, as well as the cortical bone destruction in the hypodense expansive lesions [3,13,16,28].

Sometimes, a variety of different imaging methods may be necessary for the diagnosis and the degree of extension of the lesions. Therefore, every imaging method presents limitations on the detection, evaluation of the extension of the lesions, and the relationship with the adjacent structures.

The differential diagnosis of bone alterations in the jaws associated to multiple myeloma is a challenge partly because of the variability of imaging presentations. The most common differential diagnosis are osteomyelitis, osteoradionecrosis, or osteonecrosis as consequence of arteriovenous alteration [12]. Whenever the image is associated with teeth, the suspicion of odontogenic cysts and/or tumors needs to be considered [16]. Maxillary sinus carcinoma is suggested when the mass expansion occur in the palate are a [16]. In the more aggressive and non-delimited lesions with teeth resorption, the diagnosis of osteosarcoma or Edwing sarcoma should be ruled out [14].

Bone lesions of multiple myeloma frequently affect the jaws, and are commonly found specifically in the area of the mandible. The lesions may be single or multiple, and may assume the typical aspect of “punched-out” lesions, or present as extensive lytic lesion. Osteosclerotic aspect may rarely be observed. Screening imaging of jawbones is necessary to detect bone lesions related to multiple myeloma. The extension and the relationship of the jaw lesions with the adjacent structures may be evaluated through different imaging tools.
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